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CBP determines that there is not substantial evidence that importer New Fire entered covered 
merchandise into the customs territory of the United States through evasion.  Specifically, CBP 
finds that there is not substantial evidence on the record to support a conclusion that New Fire 
imported Chinese-origin silica fabric into the United States by purportedly misclassifying silica 
fabric as “glass cloth fiber”2 to circumvent the Orders during the period covered by the EAPA 
investigation. 

I. Background 

On October 18, 2021, Auburn Manufacturing, Inc. (“AMI”), a domestic producer of silica 
fabric,3 filed EAPA allegations through its counsel.  AMI claimed Acmetex evaded the Orders4 

on silica fabric produced in China by misclassifying covered silica fabric as “glass cloth fiber” 
and/or transshipping covered silica fabric from China through Canada to the United States 
without declaring it as covered merchandise or paying relevant AD and CVD duties.5 AMI also 
alleged that New Fire evaded the aforementioned orders by falsely declaring covered silica fabric 
as “glass cloth fiber.”6 AMI asserted that because this glass fiber cloth purportedly did not 
contain a minimum of 90 percent silica by nominal weight, it would not be covered by the 
scope.7 

Among other technical criteria, according to the AD and CVD orders cited above, the covered 
merchandise includes the following: 

The merchandise covered by these AD and CVD orders include woven (whether from 
yarns or rovings) industrial grade amorphous silica fabric, which contains a minimum of 
90 percent silica (SiO2) by nominal weight, and a nominal width in excess of 8 inches. 
The orders cover industrial grade amorphous silica fabric regardless of other materials 
contained in the fabric, regardless of whether in roll form or cut-to-length, regardless of 
weight, width (except as noted above), or length. The orders cover industrial grade 
amorphous silica fabric regardless of whether the product is approved by a standards 
testing body (such as being Factory Mutual (FM) Approved), or regardless of whether it 
meets any governmental specification.8 

Allegations and Initiation 

AMI asserted that Acmetex, which is located in Canada, has been evading the AD and CVD 
orders by claiming that it imports non-subject fiberglass fabric (a/k/a glass fiber cloth) rather 
than silica fabric, which is covered merchandise.  AMI executed an [ database ] search and 

2 See AMI’s EAPA allegation pertaining to New Fire, dated October 18, 2021 (“New Fire allegation”). 
3 As a U.S. producer, AMI meets the definition of an interested party that may file an EAPA allegation, 
pursuant to 19 CFR 165.1(2). 
4 See Acmetex Allegation; See also New Fire allegation. 
5 See Acmetex allegation at 1. 
6 See New Fire allegation at 1. 
7 See Acmetex allegation and New Fire allegation at 4. 
8 See Certain Amorphous Silica Fabric From the People 's Republic of China: Antidumping Duty Order, 82 Fed. 
Reg. 14,314 (Mar. 17, 2017); Certain Amorphous Silica Fabric From the People's Republic of China: 
Countervailing Duty Order, 82 Fed. Reg. 14,316 (Mar. 17, 2017), respectively. 
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Cargo Examination 

On April 13, 2022, CBP conducted a cargo examination of New Fire’s entry number 
[ prefix ]2480 for the specific purpose of securing samples of merchandise imported by New 
Fire in order to conduct laboratory analysis of product composition, including silica content.  
Results of the analysis were not made available until after the issuance of the Notice of 
Investigation.  Details of the analysis are discussed below. 

Notices of Investigation 

On March 28, 2022, after evaluating all the information placed on the record up to that point, 
TRLED determined that while AMI’s allegations and limited supporting evidence reasonably 
suggested that Acmetex and New Fire may have entered covered merchandise for consumption 
into the customs territory of the United States through evasion, there was insufficient record 
evidence to support a finding of reasonable suspicion of evasion.  As such and in accordance 
with 19 CFR 165.15(d)(1), TRLED issued a Notice of Investigation (“NOI”) without the 
imposition of interim measures to all parties to the investigation.33 

Consolidation of Investigations 

Pursuant to 19 C.F.R. § 165.13(b) and as explained in the NOI, CBP also notified parties to the 
investigation of its decision to consolidate the investigations because factors warranting 
consolidation were present in the investigations of Acmetex and New Fire.  In particular, both 
importers had entered merchandise covered by the same AD/CVD orders, the entries by these 
importers fell within a common period of investigation, and imports during the period of 
investigation originated from the same Chinese exporter.  Thereafter, EAPA Investigation Case 
Numbers 7675 and 7676 were collectively referred to as EAPA Investigation Consolidated Case 
Number 7675. 

Requests for Information 

On April 14, 2022, CBP issued a Request for Information (“RFI”) to both Acmetex and New 
Fire.34  The importers were instructed to respond to their respective RFIs by April 28, 2022. 
Acmetex was granted two RFI extension requests and had requested a third extension request 
prior to its decision to no longer participate in the investigation.35  Shanghai-based New Fire was 
granted a total of four RFI extension requests,36 largely due to China’s decision to impose a 
significant citywide lockdown of Shanghai (“Shanghai Lockdown”) as a part of a “zero-tolerance 
approach to COVID-19.”37 

33 See Notice of Investigation, dated March 28, 2022. 
34 See CBP Correspondence, “New Fire RFI” and “Acmetex RFI,” dated April 14, 2022. 
35 See Acmetex’s RFI Extension Request, dated April 22, 2022; 2nd RFI Extension Request, dated May 9, 2022; and 
3rd RFI Extension Request, dated May 23, 2022; See also Acmetex’s “Notice of Nonparticipation,” dated May 25, 
2022. 
36 See New Fire’s “RFI Extension Request,” dated April 16, 2022; New Fire’s 2nd RFI Extension Request, dated 
May 9, 2022; New Fire’s 3rd RFI Extension Request, dated May 23, 2022; and New Fire’s 4th RFI Extension 
Request, dated June 6, 2022. 
37 See Department of State Bulletin, “China Travel Advisory,” dated August 19, 2022; see also “New Fire – 
Supplement to 4th Extension,” dated June 10, 2022. 

https://investigation.35
https://investigation.33
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Acmetex’s failure to respond necessitates that TRLED draw an adverse inference against 
Acmetex using the information provided in the underlying allegation and other 
information uncovered during CBP’s investigation. As such, TRLED should find that 
Acmetex misclassified its merchandise as less than 90% silica content.74 

As discussed above, TRLED is applying adverse inferences to Acmetex: 

Drawing inferences adverse to Acmetex from the record information described above, TRLED 
determines that substantial evidence exists that Acmetex misclassified covered silica fabric as 
“glass cloth fiber” and/or transshipped covered silica fabric from China through Canada to the 
United States without declaring it as covered merchandise or paying relevant AD and CVD 
duties. 

Pursuant to the Affirmative Determination of Evasion for Acmetex 

In light of CBP’s determination that Acmetex entered covered merchandise into the customs 
territory of the United States through evasion, and pursuant to 19 U.S.C. § 1517(d) and 19 C.F.R. 
§ 165.28, CBP shall: 

(1) suspend or continue to suspend the liquidation of each unliquidated entry of such 
covered merchandise that entered on or after December 22, 2021, the date of the 
initiation of the investigation. CBP will suspend the entries subject to this 
investigation until instructed to liquidate these entries; 

(2) pursuant to the Commissioner’s authority under 19 U.S.C. § 1504(b), extend or 
continue to extend the period for liquidating each unliquidated entry of such covered 
merchandise that entered before December 22, 2021, the date of the initiation of the 
investigation; CBP will rate adjust and change those entries to type 03 and continue 
suspension until instructed to liquidate these entries; and 

(3) pursuant to the Commissioner’s authority under 19 U.S.C. § 1623, take such 
additional measures as the Commissioner determines necessary to protect the revenue 
of the United States, including requiring a single transaction bond or additional 
security or the posting of a cash deposit with respect to such covered merchandise.75 

In addition, CBP will require live entry, requiring cash deposits to be posted prior to release of 
merchandise from CBP custody.  CBP will reject any entry summaries that do not comply with 
live entry procedure and require refiling of entries that are within the entry summary rejection 
period.  CBP will also evaluate Acmetex’s continuous bonds to determine their sufficiency. 
Finally, CBP may pursue additional enforcement actions, as provided by law, consistent with 19 
U.S.C. § 1517(h). 

74 See AMI’s Written Argument Against Acmetex, dated September 16, 2022. 
75 See also 19 C.F.R. § 165.24(b)(1)(i)-(iii). 

https://merchandise.75
https://content.74
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Sincerely, 

Brian M. Hoxie 
Director, Enforcement Operations Division 
Trade Remedy & Law Enforcement Directorate 
CBP Office of Trade 




